The Garage Door Screen
Specially Designed To Meet the Preferences of
Homeowner Associations
Throughout the United States
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Background
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The Lifestyle Garage Screen Door
was introduced to the market, for
the very first time ever, in July
2010 – There’s Nothing Like It!
U.S Patent 8151858, U.S. and
foreign patents pending.
Voted #1 Hottest New Product at
the International Door
Association Expo in Las Vegas in
Spring 2010
Tailored to meet the needs of the
modern home and garage
Tastefully engineered to appeal to
the discerning homeowner
Installed entirely in the interior of
the garage
Operates entirely in the interior of
the garage
Completely invisible when garage
door is closed
Assembled and installed by a
manufacturer-trained,
professional installer
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Features
1.

In the UP position, the Lifestyle is almost
invisible from the outside

2.

In the UP position, the Lifestyle is horizontal
and directly under the permanent garage
door

3.

No tracks, frames or casements on the garage
door opening to be seen from the outside.
100% of garage door opening is accessible

4.

In the DOWN position, the Lifestyle forms a
seal against the interior jambs of the garage
door opening

5.

In the DOWN position the bottom rubber
astragal forms a seal with the garage floor to
prevent a variety of critters from entering the
garage
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Features
1.

Sturdy but lightweight aluminum frame
allows for easy manual operation

2.

There are no tracks, frames, or additions to be
attached to the jambs or the exterior facia of
the garage door opening

3.

The retractable passage door in the middle
allows for easy entry and exit

4.

Screen material allows for a cool and airy
garage

5.

Privacy screens, solar screens and no-see-um
screens are optionally available
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Comparison to Panel & Track
Sliders
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Lifestyle has no tracks or casements attached
to the frame of the garage opening
Panel & Track Sliders have frame and track
attached to the frame and floor of the garage
door opening
Lifestyle is stored out of sight horizontally
under the garage door when not in use
Panel & Track Sliders are always in view,
when in use and when not in use
Lifestyle allows for 100% use of garage door
opening when not in use
Panel & Track Sliders always block a
significant portion of the garage door opening
Lifestyle has no tracks on the floor to
accumulate dust, dirt, twigs and leaves
Panel & Track Sliders’ bottom track
frequently needs to be cleared of dust, dirt,
twigs and leaves in order to roll properly

Panel & Track Slider Shown Here
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Comparison to Roll-up
Electric Screen
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Lifestyle has no tracks or casements attached
to the frame of the garage opening
Roll-up Electric Screens have an electric
motor casement attached to top horizontal
jamb of garage opening usually takes 6”-8 ½”
of clearance from the garage opening.
Vertical tracks are attached to vertical jambs
of the garage opening
Lifestyle has a practical retractable passage
door for easy entry and exit
Roll-up electric screens have no passage door.
Entire screen has to be raised in order to
enter or exit the garage
Lifestyle has no electric motor to malfunction
or fail
Roll-up electric screens are prone to electric
motor failure
Changing damaged screen material in the
roll-up electric screen is expensive
Changing damaged screen material in the
Lifestyle is simple
Lifestyle is significantly more affordable

Electric Roll-up Shown Here
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Conclusion
Lifestyle Screens is the unquestioned choice for
garage door screening for your homeowner
association

The proof is there. Homeowner Associations
across the United States are already adopting
the Lifestyle as the garage door screen of
choice

The reasons for choosing the Lifestyle are obvious.
The Lifestyle is visually appealing, easy to
operate, practical, and affordable
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